Case Study
Westmade build on their success with Pro Pal
Westmade provide accredited building services to clients
throughout the corporate, commercial and public sectors,
with diverse works that range from million pound building
contracts to twenty pound responsive maintenance jobs.

Staying one step ahead of customer requirements.
Westmade could see a requirement for live data emerging from their client base of Local Authorities, NHS
Trusts, Government Bodies, Commercial Institutions and Housing Associations.
Managing director Allen Gilbert-Stroud explains “Although it’s not yet mandatory, it’s pretty much a necessity
of working in the modern commercial market. On the new lists and questionnaires we’re being asked if we’ll
integrate our software with theirs so they can fire orders out electronically, etc.”
“They expect us to be responsive, to give facts and figures quickly. They want continual updates on job
progress and that all need to be collated. You could do all that manually but it would take a very, very long
time.”

Expanding the business and expanding its capabilities.
“We’ve grown a lot” says Allen “We’re turning over 3 times what we were 5
years ago. What worked ok when we had 12 operatives was becoming
unworkable with 50.”
“Before Pro Pal we planned our work on Excel spreadsheets, it was manual
and unwieldy. We had a lot of instances of the same person booked for
multiple jobs in the same timeslot. Our job info was on sheets of paper or we
were emailing to operatives phones but that doesn’t make for a well
organised system. We were relying on people remembering to send mails and
include the right info. It didn’t have structure or prompts. We came to a point
in our growth where we had to look for something else.”

Choosing the right partner
Field Force Solution’s Pro Pal was one of several products considered for Westmade’s requirement. So what
convinced them to go with Pro Pal? “The system itself looked more straightforward to use” explains Allen “and
the other supplier wanted an enormous amount of money all in one hit, rather than a monthly amount. Pro Pal
allowed us to spread the costs. “

"It’s a fully managed system with the tablets and everything included. We work in tough environments so
replacement tablets at no extra cost were appealing but the tablets are ruggedised so we’ve only managed to
break one so far.”
“I like Field Force’s approach to the relationship, there’s a real person that we can speak to rather than a
helpdesk and I’ve got their MD’s mobile number if I need it!”

“Pro Pal gives us a much better overview of what’s actually happening in our company.”
– Allen Gilbert-Stroud, MD, Westmade Ltd.

Productivity gains scheduled and delivered
Improved scheduling functionality was one of Westmade’s primary reasons for implementing Pro Pal so has it
delivered? “Definitely” says Allen “When we had the Excel sheets; the plan you’d made on Friday afternoon
was out the window by Monday lunchtime and shunting things along on Excel was not easy, especially with 50
operatives.”
“Some of our large contracts can be for 12 weeks but we’ve also got people doing 10 responsive maintenance
jobs a day, the scheduling is really useful for both. You can stack up jobs within a project or as individual jobs,
then watch them getting completed and allocate more jobs or more resource as it’s needed in real time”

Improvements company-wide
With scheduling sorted, we asked what else has improved since Pro Pal’s implementation.
“As part of our pre audit we now take a photo at the beginning and at the end of the job. If there’s an issue;
we can get photos over instantly rather than having to wait half a day for someone to go to site and they are
automatically logged against the job’s history for future reference.”
“I can look every day to see what the people in my estimating team have won. I’ve got a top view of what jobs
are coming in real time. I don’t have to have a separate conversation with each estimator, repeating the
details over the phone.”
“We’ve got seven project managers who are mostly in the field. Now I can see their workload, before I’d just
assume they were busy, perhaps running something for one of the other contract managers. Now I can quickly
see the spare resource and use it. From a senior management perspective it gives us a much better overview of
what’s actually happening in our company.”

“Everyone has got more time to do things other than making sure all our operatives have been phoned or
making sure we’ve got the right bits of paper printed out and taken on site. All the operatives have got Pro Pal;
it shows them what to do next and all the documents we need are part of the system. It’s freed up our time to
give a better quality service to our clients.”

Improving Health and Safety

“It’s freed up our time to give a better
quality service to our clients.”
– Allen Gilbert-Stroud, MD, Westmade Ltd.

“In the past, the office team would do a risk assessment
/method statement and then send the operative onto site
with them.” Allen relates “Now we’ve got a pre audit with a couple of questions and a dynamic risk
assessment in Pro Pal which asks about the risks they can see in front of them.”
“It takes account of the changing circumstances on site. It’s a better protection for our operatives and also a
better protection for us a company, I can prove that our operatives have considered the specific risks before
they started, as well as reminding the operative that they are responsible for considering the risks to
themselves personally and those around them.”
“There’s always been an unsolved problem, if I’ve got an operative doing a small one-person job in the middle
of nowhere, they are the first on site. It’s not economically viable to send a manager there to write risk
assessments and method statements beforehand. Pro Pal’s approach solves this. In fact the health and safety
specialist we use have said that Pro Pal is the best solution they’ve seen to that age old problem.”

Westmade’s Staff’s Experience
“The building industry as a whole is fairly resistant to this sort of
technology” says Allen “but once our operatives realised that
they wouldn’t have to spend the first half hour of their own time
back home struggling to remember everything they’d done for
their timesheets, they started coming round to it.”

“Everyone is accountable and
performance is measureable.”
– Allen Gilbert-Stroud, MD, Westmade Ltd.

“The project managers had got used to working a certain way. They’d just phone people individually and tell
them to go somewhere but the number of times we’ve had to say, can you prove you made that phone call?
Having an audit trail for everything means everyone is accountable and performance is measureable.”
“Our Admin people are really positive about it. Before you’d have thousands of invoices raised and they’d have
to manually match them up to the orders but now they all got a number assigned by the system.”

“We’ve no longer got operatives phoning the office saying “where am I meant to be going?” We’ve no longer
got downtime where a project manager forgets to ring one of his operatives the previous evening. We can see
on a Friday everyone is booked in for the following week. Pro Pal has allowed us to communicate effectively
across the business.”

Westmade’s clients’ experience
Westmade have felt the improvement internally but have their customers also noticed an improvement in
service? “Yes” says Allen emphatically. “A lot have asked for the name of our system, they’ve seen the
difference, they’ve noticed a speeding up of our ability to give them accurate information on their jobs. They
used to ask us for a list of completion dates and we’d say we’ll get back to you in the middle of next week. Now
we press a few buttons and it’s sent.”
“I mention our real-time data capabilities a lot when completing the council framework applications. It wins us
business, it’s all about real-time health and safety, real-time costs, real-time job information. You need to be
able to give the information right now and integrate it with their systems. Pro Pal allows us to do this.”

“Our real-time data capabilities win us business.”
– Allen Gilbert-Stroud, MD, Westmade Ltd.

Feeling supported
Has Field Force’s support been up to expectation? “The support from Field Force has been very, very good.”
Says Allen “Their MD is regularly on the phone making sure we’re alright. I couldn’t be happier but the fact
that we aren’t the ones calling him is the proof that everything is working well.”

Counting the savings
“We estimate that the tracking alone is saving us £150 per week, per operative.” says Allen “We’re saving a
day a week of admin time just from not having to manually mark-up timesheets. A manager in the office
would start scheduling for the next week on a Wednesday and he’d still be doing it on a Friday, so that’s a few
days a week we’ve saved there. The Pro Pal tablets can make phone calls so that’s £40 a month of phone bill
per person every month cancelled.”
“The savings are almost too many to put a definite figure on but I can say definitely say that I’m 100% satisfied
with Pro Pal.”
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